A karaka based &i)pro,'~cl'~ for' t
3) every source word must have an assignment . 
4)

work.)
For each of the four senses, a karaka chart can be created. A karaka chart specifies the mandatory karakas (i.e., which must be filled for the sentence to be grammatical), optional karakas, and desirable karakas. For each of the kara--kas, it specifies the vibhakti (i.e., inflection or post position marker), and the semantic specification (typically in the form of semantic type) to be satisfied by the source word (group). Such a specification for a karaka in a karaka chart is called a karaka restriction. Thus, the karaka chart for the 'hitching' sense of 'iota' has two mandatory karaka restrictions:
one for karta karaka (p[.onounced kartaa kaarak) and the other for karma karaka (pronounced kaFm kaaz.ak). The former karaka relation maps to agent and the latter to patient semantic relation. As shown in Fig. i 
